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This is a memorable year for me as I voted in as a
member on October 29th,1995. Repairs and
maintenance in camp have been going very well and
on target. The dock mooring was done on the first
dock by Bud Lutman, Ben Clarke, Steve Nyitray and
the people who helped them. The second dock was
scheduled to be completed next year.

The 48 HP Johnson motor for the Pussy Kat and a 9.9 HP Johnson
motor for the steel boat, ordered at the 1994 Annual General
Meeting, were purchased by the Camp from Bay City Marine in
Hamilton through Rob Haddow. Al Glover transported them to
Camp in May 1995.

Two wood stoves were put into camp replacing the worn out ones
but more were still needed to replace the rest. The bath house was
completed this year and is appreciated in the cool days of spring when
the lake could turn you blue just looking at it. It was so nice not
smelling the other people in camp with you. Water pressure was a
glitch still being worked on by Ed Urbaniak.



Re-chinking Picture July 1995.

The re-chinking of the main lodge is the one project that seems to be dragging very slowly. Most
likely because the work is tedious and up a high ladder. 

The electrical improvements are going on as scheduled and an additional $1,000.00 has been
allotted for the ongoing project.

Willis Ball presented information to the Annual Meeting he received from the government on the
status of Morton’s Point Camp Limited concerning the requirements for financial reporting.
Members accepted Willis’s suggestion to pay the provincial government $150.00 to maintain our
status as Morton’s Point. 

The big joke at the Annual Meeting was making fun of Art Burgess for not getting a rope set up
at the swimming hole for the last 3 years. He promised to complete this difficult assigned project
in 1996.

On November 4th, 1995, Orlyn Lewis was a Camp Manager for the following August 1996 and
sent out a letter to his friends, and a copy to the Board, inviting them to join Bill Morgan and
himself to Camp as their guests. I have attached a copy of this letter for all to read. As you read
the letter you will get the feeling shared by all in the Camp of pride and excitement. One could
picture the Camp without ever being there by the precise descriptions laid out by Orlyn in this
letter. I felt this was a terrific letter and only wish I had come up with the idea !!!! The Board
made special note of the letter at the Spring Board of Director’s Meeting and sent copies to all
members so they could use it themselves to entice prospective guests into Camp.

Dennis Pettit was authorized to buy a small duck boat for Camp which was taken to Camp in the
Spring by Al Glover. It was purchased in December for $681.00 which included the $60.00
transportation costs. The white Magic Chef propane oven was purchased for $730.00 and
installed in the spring of 1996.

Resignations (2) Rick Gilbert, Tom Lloyd.
New members (1) Tim Inkster. ME !!!
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